Wai Care is supported by

Book 5

Data Management and
Interpretation

In this book you will find information to help your group make decisions on:
data storage
presenting your data
interpreting your data
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Introduction
Environmental monitoring is meaningful,
rewarding and fun.
But since people are generally more enthusiastic
about data collection than data management,
it is all too easy to overlook the next stage of
verifying numbers, or entering data into a
database. Record sheets are often simply placed
into archive boxes and abandoned, with
well-intentioned plans to “get on to them when
I get some spare time”. All too often other
priorities mean spare time never eventuates.
For a monitoring programme to work most
efficiently you must take full advantage of the
information that you have collected. So you must
make sure that results which identify water
quality problems lead to actions.
The following information will provide you with
some ideas about data management and give
you the tools to be more confident about the
quality of your data and interpretations.
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Assurance of quality
Survey techniques

The decision support check sheet in Book 4

Ensure that while you are still ‘learning the ropes’

are a problem, and what to do about them.

when it comes to sampling techniques, you

 The assessment of your stream needs to

review what you have to do before going out in

be carried out in the same way each time

the field.

While ‘The Field Manual’ (Book 3)

you sample, using the same equipment and

gives descriptions of the techniques, a quick

techniques in order for comparisons to

review prior to going out may save throwing out

be completely valid (The report cover sheet

data due to poor sampling or analytical technique

provides space for you to record these details).

should highlight unusual results, when these

later on. Book 4, ‘The ‘Field Handbook’ provides
the ‘bare-bones’ descriptions for all the tests to
jog your memories.

Overcoming
difficulties

Data collection involves a ‘chain of responsibili-

 Review the data collected from your last sampling trip and other Auckland ‘benchmark’
values provided, before you go out into the
field again. Typical stream water values for a
range of Auckland stream types are provided
in Book 6 ‘The Fact Sheets’, and quick
reference values for urban streams are
provided in Book 3 ‘The Field Manual’ and

ties’, and the data will only be as good as the
weakest link in the chain. The accurate collection
and entry of data is the first and most important
link in this chain. You can not replicate your
monitoring the next day if you made a mistake
with one of these activities - things will now
be different.
 If you have produced a result that looks

These

unusual it is worth carrying out the test/s

values are particularly useful to people

again to verify your results. You may have

inexperienced in monitoring. Over time you

conducted the tests incorrectly or forgotten

will be able to build up a set of reference

to calibrate the equipment. Getting another

values specific to your chosen site.

member of your group to conduct the

in Book 4 ‘The Field Handbook’.

 The tests are recorded using a range of units
and anyone unfamiliar with these will also
benefit from the normal (median), minimum
and maximum values provided in Book 6.
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Verification checking your
results in the field
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second test or check the accuracy of colour
determinations is also a good way to verify
the results.

 Always double-check your field sheets to

acceptable then it is likely to be one of the

ensure that they are completely filled out and

factors contributing to poor stream health.

the results are entered into the appropriate

Most often there will be more than one rea-

‘box’. Calculations should be shown in full,

son for poor stream health.

don’t just write the ‘answer’. Also check that
you have used the right units.

 Find out if the results can be attributed to
‘natural’ causes, such as a recent flood,

If you find particularly poor results for
your site:

heavy rainfall or drought.
Record your observations carefully so that this

 Try to find the cause. Look at your individual
test results for clues. If any value appears

information can be used effectively in your
report.

to be outside the range that is normal or

Data management
As you work through your Wai Care Plan it is

collecting data from many sites or over a long

important to decide how you can design and

period of time.

implement an efficient well-worked procedure
for handling the data collected. You can store
your data in various forms, the most common
being on paper or on computer. The traditional

With the right computer programme:
 a great deal of information can be stored in
small amounts of space.

way of storing data on paper avoids the need for

 data can be viewed in many different ways

sophisticated computer programmes, but does

(e.g., by site, by sampling date, in order from

have its drawbacks.

highest to lowest value), allowing you to
detect relationships between data points that

Why computerise
your data?

otherwise could not be easily seen.
 conversions, calculations (e.g., salinity from
a hydrometer and temperature data), and
of

statistics can be automatically computed in

information where any piece of information can

a fraction of the time required in a chart

be accurately retained and is readily accessible.

of table, or in other ways illustrated for

Computers are particularly helpful if you are

purposes of analysis or presentation.

Computers

provide

efficient

storage
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 large amounts of data can be easily and
readily shared with other users.
 all this can be done by entering the data
just once.

relative to your catchment, other groups, your
City or District boundaries and those of your
Region. Training will be provided by your Wai
Care co-ordinator on how to use the database if
your group is not familiar with the Internet or

Data storage

data management.

If you have decided to use a computer for

of increasing resolution allowing you to drill

storing your data, the next step is to decide if

down from the Region through to catchment level

you want to use a spreadsheet or a database.

and finally specific sites. There are a range of

These two types of software have become quite

tools available for graphing your information to

similar in recent years and newer versions of

look for patterns over time, compare between

spreadsheets offer some of the capabilities of

sites and create tables of your information.

databases, and vice versa.

Anybody entering the web site will be able to

In general, spreadsheets can perform a much
wider array of mathematical and statistical
manipulations, and are better at graphing.
Spreadsheets are also easier to set up than
databases. However Wai Care has a database of
it’s own which is accessed via the internet
through our web page.

Wai Care database
Being a Wai Care group makes you part of a
much larger community and the Wai Care
database is the easiest way of linking with
others.

It is also the simplest process for

recording and storing your data if your group
has access to a computer with an Internet
connection.
The database is very easy to use and links your
data with the geographical location of your sites

4
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The database is set up with a selection of maps

look at this information but only your group will
be able to add to it over time.

Setting up a site on the
Wai Care database

Group nominate a site



Regional Coordinator
asks database manager
to map site



Group tests water quality
at site



Group adds data to
database online (displayed
as unverified)




Regional Coordinator checks
data online and verifies it



Regional Coordinator
is automatically informed
by email
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Data inserted directly into the
database flagged as unverified
until checked by Regional
Coordinator verification is more
effective than heavy security

The database screen will look something like this:

6
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Once the data is loaded your co-ordinator will be

The database enables Councils and government

electronically notified and will check and verify

departments to have direct access to your data

the data. Where data appears to be way outside

as well as other Wai Care groups. There is also

of normal range your co-ordinator will probably

the ability to communicate with other groups,

contact you regarding possible sampling errors,

compare data from different streams and share

or a quality assurance check. The verified data

ideas. It is also a direct link for suggestions or

will then be ‘posted’ to your site and will be avail-

requests to your Wai Care co-ordinator.

able for comparison to previous results.

Regional Coordinators
get full access to all
samples entered by the
groups in their care
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Other storage
options

Backups
Always make a backup of your database, either
in hard copy (paper) or on a floppy disk, and

Where your group is unable to link into the Wai
Care database or choose not to use it, there are a
number of other excellent spreadsheet programs
available for storing data.

Where the data is

being entered into your own spreadsheet there
are several steps to keep in mind.

Data will only be useful if it has been entered
into the computer correctly. After entering the
data, print it out and get another group member to
proof read it against the original field sheets.
After proofing use the methods below to screen
for possible errors, making sure the data makes
sense.
 Compare the data with past data from similar
sites, if possible.
 Graph the data.
 Visually scan the data for numbers that
may be off by a factor of 10 or 100, a
common mistake.
for

consistency

between

similar

parameters (e.g. if the field sheet said the
water was dirty the turbidity should be high).
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“crash” and you don’t want to lose all your
valuable data. Since your field data sheets are
already on hard copy you should file your field
sheets so that you can always start again if you
have to!

Screening your
data

 Look

update it regularly. Computers can be known to

Presenting your data
After you have accumulated information in any

is being used graphs and tables can be

or several of the investigation areas outlined in

‘downloaded’ in a standard format.

the books, it’s time to do something with the
data. Somewhere in that pile of numbers and
notes may be a very important story, hidden
from view. Your challenge is to transform those
numbers into a message that inspires people
to action!

Tables, charts, and
graphs
The first step in presenting your data is to construct
a table to summarise the results you have

Raw data by itself can be informative but most

obtained. Where you have used a spreadsheet

often it needs to be converted into a form that

format for compiling your information, printing

can be quickly and easily understood. Tables,

tables should be a simple process. Most

charts, and graphs can be used in different ways

computer packages that produce spreadsheets

to present a lot of information and simplify the

also have a bewildering array of statistical

‘telling’ of your story. They also ensure that your

manipulations that can be conjured-up at your

presentations have a real impact on a wide range

command (provided you can speak the lingo).

of audiences.

Where the Wai Care database

Puhinui River raw data
Date

pH

6-Mar-96
3-Apr-96
8-May-96
6-Jun-96
3-Jul-96
6-Aug-96
4-Sep-96
3-Oct-96
6-Nov-96
4-Dec-96
8-Jan-97
12-Feb-97
5-Mar-97

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.3
7.2
7.2
7.4
7.5
7.4
7.5
7.9
7.4
7.7

Median
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

7.4
7.4
7.1
7.9

Temperature Turbidity
(degrees C)
(ntu)
19.5
16
18.5
12
13
8.1
13
17
11.3
28
13.5
21
16
34
17.4
6.6
18
17
19
39
22
20
20
22
24
6.8
18
17.3
11.3
24

17
19.0
6.6
39

Soluble P
(mgP/l)
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.005
0.02
0.03
0.02

Nitrate
(mgN/l)
0.644
0.499
1.008
1.272
1.816
1.816
1.63
1.373
0.828
1.304
0.6
0.251
0.334

BOD
(mgO/l)
3
<2
<2
3
<2
<2
2.2
3.1
2.8
2.7
5.2
5.4
<2

DO
(%)
87
64
92
94
95
96
105
115
96
88
128
72
63

0.02
0.018
0.005
0.03

1.008
1.029
0.251
1.816

2.8
2.1
2.2
5.4

94
91.9
63
128
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The table may include such values as the mean

Pie charts are most often used where you have

(average), median (middle value) and lowest and

a data set which has a number of clearly defined

highest values for all your data.

parts which are necessary to make up the whole

A summary

table will make it easier to detect a worsening or
improving situation and to compare your results
to others.

picture. In a pie chart, each value in the data set
is represented by a segment, with the whole
chart adding up to 100% of the total values in the

Once you have summarised your data in tables,

data set.

the next step is to make it more meaningful and
useful by presenting it in graphical form. Some
basic types of graphs that you could use are
mentioned in this section.

1999 Auckland Domestic Pollution Complaints
5%
7%

Concrete
8%

33%

Paint
Oil/fuel
Washing

15%

Sediment
Sewage
Other
16%
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16%

Degree Celsius

Temp vs. Date
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Line graphs and bar graphs show how one para-

in response to other factors, such as volume

meter changes in relation to another. In bar and

of water.

line graphs, the vertical “y” axis usually
represents the thing that you are measuring
(dependent variable) while the “x” axis usually
represents time (independent variable). The

A line graph depicts continuous change that
occurs in a dependent variable. In contrast, a bar
graph uses column bars of varying lengths to
depict individual values.

independent variable in line graphs and bar
graphs is something that increases in a
predictable and constant manner, and is not
affected by other factors. Any of the physical
or chemical variables that you are measuring
are dependent variables because they fluctuate
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Rainfall Intensity (mm/hr)

Storm Hydrograph
2

1

0

Stream Flow (m3/sec)

Lag to peak

50

Rising
limb

Storm runoff
Recession limb

25

0

Base Flow

1

2

3

4

5

Time (Days)
Time of
rise

Stream flow data
and rainfall

‘water’ graph, is a line graph depicting the flow

You can use a bar graph to display the flow

horizontal axis. You can also present your

values that you record for your stream. You will

hydrograph and rainfall graph together to

have to repeat flow measurement reasonably

illustrate the relationship between the two.

often, perhaps monthly, if you want to reveal
seasonal trends in the data. By connecting the
tops of the bar graph, you create another line
graph, known as a hydrograph. A hydrograph, or

12
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regime of a stream. You can use a bar graph to
illustrate rainfall as well as flow. Plot the amount
of rain on the vertical axis with time on the

Water quality data

values. If you present data from different sites

Most water quality data can be presented with

site was collected over the same time period. You

line or bar graphs. A simple line graph can depict

cannot make meaningful comparisons between

how the water quality at a particular site changes

different sites at inconsistent time periods.

over time. It is also easy to overlay data from

It is important to note that many of the simple

more than one parameter on the same graph,

measures that we are using to assess the

such as temperature and dissolved oxygen.

quality of our streams will not produce exact

By plotting both sets of data on the same

values but in many cases give a range. While

graph you can show the relationship between

you may be tempted to estimate a single value

rising temperature and decreasing levels of

for the purposes of comparison this is not

dissolved oxygen.

necessary to make valuable conclusions about

It is also possible to present water quality data

your stream and its life-sustaining capacity.

from different sites on the same graph. Bar

In fact estimating a value rather than quoting a

graphs are better for this as the variable “site”

range is introducing an unnecessary level of

represents distinct rather than continuous

error into your data set.

on the same graph, make sure all the data for each

Water Quality Data
Dissolved Oxygen
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Seasonal Pattern of Nitrate
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Date

Patterns
Many water quality parameters when graphed
will result in patterns of high or low values in
response to other factors such as the change of
season. It is important to know what normally
happens so you can quickly recognise when
something is not as it should be.
For example the graph on the next page shows
high turbidity values in August September and
October 1994 and October 1995. Unless these
sampling events coincided with high rainfall they
would indicate a pollution event.
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Turbidity
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Daily (diurnal)
patterns

 an increase in pH during the day as carbon

Some parameters such as DO, temperature and
pH show distinctive changes throughout the day

Seasonal patterns

primarily in response to the sun.

Therefore if

Many parameters also display changes with the

you were to take numerous samples through the

seasons that might be related to temperature or

day you would find:

increased rainfall.

 an increase in temperature from early

intervals, such as weekly or monthly will show

dioxide in water is taken up by plants during
photosynthesis.

morning till late afternoon;

Samples taken at regular

regular changes through the year, such as;

 an increase in DO in weedy streams as plants

 temperatures generally follow the seasons

generate oxygen during photosynthesis

reducing in autumn and winter with increases

which may be offset due to reduced oxygen

in spring to peak in mid summer. Stream

holding capacity of the water as it warms up

temperatures are generally highest in
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February - March and lowest in August-

leached when soils become soaked in winter.

September;

The contribution of nitrate in stormwater

 water clarity is generally poorer in winter
due to higher rainfall gradually improving

runoff from urban sources is also much less
in summer.

in summer. However due to Auckland’s

The graph below shows how the stream

notoriously

seasonal

temperature levels change over a long period

patterns are less clear than they might be

of time. In this case samples were collected

elsewhere in New Zealand;

monthly for 11 years at around the same time

patchy

weather,

 nutrients, particularly nitrate, show strong
seasonal patterns with elevated levels in
winter and lower levels in summer. Nitrate is
poorly bound to soil particles and is easily

(within 30 minutes) on each sampling occasion.
You can also clearly see the considerable
differences between summer highs and winter
lows of around 15oC.

Time Series Plot of Temperature at Otara Stream
30

Deg oC

24

18

12

6

0
July 86

16

Feb 90
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Annual Box and Whisker Plot of pH at Otara Stream
9.0

8.4

7.8

7.2

6.6

6
1986

1991

1997

Trends

represent a radical change such as stopping a

Trends in water quality data are generally either

An example of a gradual change in water quality

a gradual increase or decrease over time or a

is shown in the above graph of pH at the Otara

sudden jump or ‘stepwise’ change. Gradual

Stream in Manukau City.

changes are quite rare, as they require sustained

case was not due to a waste discharge but most

improvement or deterioration in a parameter over

likely gradual increases in weed growth as

a long time to be noticed. A good example of

stream riparian vegetation was removed and

such a change might be gradual temperature

land was developed.

waste discharge (or one starting up).

The change in this

reduction (improvement) as your group’s efforts
in riparian planting start to pay off.

Stepwise

jumps

as

are

immediately

obvious

they
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An example of a stepwise change can be found
in the Wairoa River chloride data shown in the
graph below.

The most likely reason for this

change was the removal of an agricultural waste
discharge nearby the sampling site.

Line Plot of Chloride at Wairoa
55

discharge ceased

46

Chloride mg/l

37

20

19

10
July 86

Feb 90

Mar 97

There is an old saying that “a picture speaks a

monitoring is essential to combining all the

thousand words”.

The graphs and tables

information you are collecting to get a holistic

sourced from the web database or from your

picture of the health of your stream and to

own data manipulations, are a valuable tool for

provide future direction for your group.

ensuring that your group and the wider
community know what is going on in your Wai
Care catchment. Reviewing the results of your

18
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